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Preface

This investigation was performed by the Hydraulics Laboratory of the U.S.
Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station (WES) for the U.S. Army
Engireer District, Sacramento (SPK). The study was conducted with the WES
research ship simulator. SPK provided survey data of the prototype area.
Current modeling was conducted by Resource Management Associates, based
on field data collected by the Estuarine Processes, Branch, Estuaries Division,
Hydraulics Laboratory. T1he study was conducted during the period February
1988-June 198F.

The investigation was conducted by Mr. Dennis W. Wcbb and Dr. Larry L
Daggett of the Navigation Branch, Waterways DiviSion, Ilydraulics
Laboratory. tinder tile general supervision of Messrs. Frank A. Herrmann, Jr.,
Director of the Hydraulics Laboratory; R. A. Sager, Assistant Director,
Hlydraulics Lahomziory, anJ Marden B. Boyd, Chief of the Waterways Division
,(now retired).

Ackneowledgment is made to Messrs. Mike Campbell, Eric Poison, and Fred
Garcia, Engineering Division, SPK, for the ccx~peration and assiF-tance at vari-
ous times throughout the investigation, Special thatiks should go c"- San
Francisco Bat Pilots Association for access tc an outbound ship and for fur-
nishing professional pilots to conduct ship simulator tests ont the WEES ship
simulator.

At the time of publication of this report, Director of WES was Dr. Rebert
W. Whalin. Commander was COL Bruce K.. Howard, EN.

7'he Ufwae#,Lj ofis~ reporf are mni 'o Im uved for pia, bh44, W,W. prWhacm l, pin x I.C n m a i irdr was -Ces doce sIt Howrd, I
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Conversion Factors,
Non-SI to SI Units of
Measurement

Non-SI units of measurement used in this report can be converted to SI units
as follows:

Multply lBy To ObtMUM

actre-fot 1,233.489 cubic meters

dou*s (ngko) 001745329 radians

SeI0.3048 Ie1'rs

knols (international) 0.5144444 n•aters per wcona -i
mIle (US statute) 1.609347 kikxeterf.

square niles 258996 sare kdoimeutrs
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1 introduction

The Sacramento River Deep Water Ship Channel is located in tQe
Sacramento - San Joaquin Delta region of northern California. The 46.5 mii'*
long channel lies within Contra Costa, Solana, Sacramen:o, and Yolo Counties
and &erves the marine terminal facilities at the Port of Sacramento (see Fig-
ure 1). The Sacramento River Deep Water Ship Channel joins the 35-*feet
deep San Fransico to Stockton, California (John F. Baldwin and Stockton Ship
Channels) navigation project at New York Slough, thereby affording access
from the Port of Sacramento to Bay Area harbors and the Pacific Ocean.

The existing Sacramento Deep Water Ship Channel Project was authorized
by the River and Harbor Act (Public Law 525, 79th Congress, 2nd Session)
approved July 24, 1946. The principal features of the project as authorized by
Public Law 525 include the Deep Water Ship Channel, Harbor and Canal. T7e
harbor consists of a turning basin of the same depth as the ship channel
(30 feet), 1000 feet wide and 1200 feet long at Washington Lake. The barge
canal, 11 feet deep and 120 feet wide with lock and draw bridge, connects the
harbor and Sacramento River.1 The Deep Water Ship Channel is 30 feet deep
and 200 to 300 feet wide from deep watur in Suisun Bay to Washington Lake,
including flood control intercepting works and drainage culverts. The project
has been in operation for oceangoing vessels since June 1963.

Most of the water from the 64,000-sqaare inile Central Valley watershed, or
roughly one-third of the entire state of Califorr.ia, drains through the
Sacramner.to - San Joaquin Delta. The water originates as run-otf from winter
rains in the valley and foothills and spring snowmelt from the Sierra
mountains. Three-quarters of the lotal annual flow occurs between January
and May, with January and February being the pzak which produces 80 per.-
cent of the total run-off; the San Joaquin (15 pcrceiMt); and other minor
tributaries (5 percent). Before large scale waLer diversions began, the mean
annual outflow from the DelU, was mnore than 30 million acrelteer. 'fhl con.
struction of many federal, state, and local water projects with the watershed
has cut the flow to its present level ;)f abo;ut 16 million ac-e-leef, per yea*r.

Watcr elevations in the area are influenced by hydrological and go•logical
phenomena. Rapid melting of snow packs and ramns M1, the tributary areas may
greatly influence the waterways in the area. the combination of heavy rmn- 'll
and tidal action raý proJuce floo.d stages•. Tidal action is an irnportant tactor

Chapit I I n utjr, 1vudv



in the development of any plan to improve the navigability of waterways in the

study area. Tidal ranges for an average tide and low advective outflow are

4.5 feet at Collinsville, 4.75 feet at Junction Point, and 6.0 feet at the Port of

Sacramento.

Proposed Channel Improvement

The p-oposed channel improvement for the Sacramento River Deep Water
Ship Channel involved modification to three portions of the project reach:

a. New York Slough to the junction of Cache Slough, Steamboat Slough,
and the Sacramento River (Channel Mile 15.0): This portion of the
channel was planned to be deepened from 30 to 35 feet, and the width
increased from 300 to 350 feet.

b. The junction of Cache Slough, Steamboat Slough, and the Sacramento
River to the entrance to the manmade channel (Channel Mile 18.6): The
width would remain 300 feet along this reach, and the depth would be
increased from 30 to 35 feet.

c. The entrance to the manmade channel to the Port of Sacramento. This
portion would be deepened from 30 to 35 feet, and the width increased
from 200 to 2-50 feet.

Channel slopes were plani~ed to be I vertical on 4 horizontal in the reach
between New York Slough and Channel Mile 18.6 and 1 vertical on 3 horizon-
tal from Channel Mile 18.6 to the Port of Sacramento.

The selected plan as discussed abowe and as presented in the March 1986
General Design Memorandum was to deepen the existing one-way channel
between New York Slough and the Port of Sacramento to 35 feet below

-2 NGVD (an approximation of MLLW) and t) widen the channel according
to the tabulaiion on Table 1.

Table I
Sacramento River Deep Water Ship Channel, California Charanel
Dimensions - GDM

R~sdchExuding (M Gt~td (ft)

FRahWidth 0AP Wbdth Stop.
.................

(~Y04&.Jhto We 15o 30 IV4H 13'0 IVA4

" 15.0 o Wis 16 V:3H 1300 1V:3H

l'e18.6 to Poot of S~acramenic I20L V3Hj5 IV.3H

2Ch~xptfr 1 Inlrodudjon



Purpose and Scope of Investigation

The purpose of the ship simulator investigation was to determine the effect
of deepening the Sacrainenlo Deep Water Ship Channel on navigation con-
ditions. It was also to determine if elimination of widening in the straight
reaches of the man-made portion of the channel would be engineeringly feasi-
ble while maintainirg adequate navigation efficiency and safety.

The Lasic plan for the ship simulator investigation was to, •nduct the study
in two phases. The first phase included the man-madc channel portion from
river mile 18.6 to 43 (Sacramento Harbor). The second phase included the
lower portion from river 20 to mile 12, slightly downstream of the Rio Vista
Bridge, Rio Vista, California. This report will only present the results of the
Sacramento Deep Water Ship Channel Ship Simulation - Phase ii (Figure 2).
Phase I study results were presented in Nguyen and Daggett.'

K If I Np,• rim anJ I I l),•t _e'!C "I'O' h F3h1T', I 11'7.u: i Alor IuJ\ ', rarll)Vflo
Rivv'ti [0 .'erpv ;ilfvr Sllt+ ii •lllc Ct +ItIC 1 t•t'10 ,1!1ýA.lli SALIJIMr11, Kr x!• rt i, P'hav I," Irt+, mi' aifi'

Rv•. xinr 1Ill t•O-I 1, V''lwiics, ? an1 1 j. t, 1', , A t'l ]nm ,t~ e \•,.e'r'waN% x~ t.r 'r ionon,t

\1ILn .o r•t1 31



2 Data Development

In order to simulate the study area, it is necessary to develop information
relative to five types of input data:

a. Channel data base contains dimensions for the existing channel and the
ropmo d channel modification. It includes the channel cross-sections,

slope angle, overbank depth, initial conditions and autopilot trackline
and speed definition.

b. Visual Scene data base which is composed of three dimensional images
of principle features of the simulated area, including the aids-to-
navigation, buildings, and bridges.

c. Radar data base contains the features for the plan view of the study area.

d. Ship data file contains characteristics and hydrodynamic coefficients for
the test vessels.

r. Current pattern data in the channel includes the magnitude, direction,
and depth of the current for each cross-section defined in the channel
data base.

Channel

The infomation used to develop the channel data bast cjimnc om t Dis-
icti-lurnisheA hydrographic survey charts. This was; the latest information

available concerning depths, dimensions, and bank lines of the channel. State

plie nat coK×rinates aw sown on the annual stovey wete used t•or the (lefinitioM
of the data.

The ship simnuiatoy model uses eight equally spac uliN to dehac ca(:h
cross-nscction. At cach ot these Tl)nLs, a oepth, current niagnitude and direc..

lion arv required. For each cross scctior, the width, right and left bhnk slopes

are required. ibis data wa\, obtained from tie hydrographi: su.,rvey daLi pro
vi(aed by the Sacramrento t)isti, for us,. in the •aia progranm ktr calcu laim,ý.,

Sank suction h ices ""he c ross. : ction layo.wt Ilr tht stii muhioti ot the
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Sacramento River Deep Water Ship Channel - Phase JI were placed as shown

in Figure 3.

A typical cross-section is shown in Figure 4. This cross-section was taken

from the Phase II simulation in the Cache Slough reach and is shown as if the

viewer Ls looking downstream. Notice that the steep edge on the right, or

western, side of the channel has a shallow overbank depth (2 feet) and a steep

side slope (1 vertical on 3 horizontal). The left, or eastern, side of the cross-

section has overbanks that are nearly as deep as the channel itself, and a nearly
flat slope. These overbank depths and side slopes are used to calculate bank
suction. The shallower the ove-bank and the steeper the side slope, the greater
the computed bank force. The hydrodynanmic module that computes bank
force requires that the overbank depth be less than the channel bottom. It is
important to note that the overbank depth is only used to calculate the bank
force and does not necessarily mean that the vessel grounds in that area. A
small difference (1 to 2 ft) in channel bottom and overbank depth produces
negligible bank forces and momen:s.

The channel depths at each of the eight points .. e provided by the math
model that computed the current magnitudes and directions.

Visual Scene

The Visual Scene data base was created from the same maps and charts

noted in the discussion of the channel source. Aerial and still photographs and
pilot's comments obtained aboard a transiting ship during a reconnaissance trip
to Sacramento constituted another source of information for the scene. Mhese

allowed inclusion of the significant physical features and also helped determine
which, if any, features the pilots use for informal ranges and location sightings.

All aids-to-navigation such as buoys, channel markers, the bridge,
buildings, and tanks were included in the visual scene.

The visual scene is generated in three dimensions: North-South, East-West,
and vertical clevation. As in the development of the channel data base, the
state planar coordinate system was used. A-s the ship progresses through the

channel, the three dimensional picture is constantly transformed into a two
dimensional perspective graphic image represent.ng, the relative size of the
objecLs in the scene as a function of the vessel's position and orientation and
the relative direction and posilion on the bridge for viewing. The graphics
hardware used for the Sacramento project is a stand-ahnic computtr (Silicon
Graphics - Iris 23(M) which is connected with the main computer to obtain

information for updating the viewing posilion and orientation. This inlorma-

lion includes parameters suth ?_s vessel heading, rate-of- turn, forward and

lateral vel(o:ity, and position. Also, the viewiniý, angle is passed to the giaptics

compulc-T for tht, k-)k around leature on the simulator console which cncrmn-

pisses only a forty degrcc arc. This leature simulates the pilot's ability :o see

any obj•ect wvith a turni of his head. Thc piot'.., positionl on the bridge can al.o

Lha•,!r U• o•,.kpment



be changed from the center of the bridge to any position wing to wing to

simulate the pilot walking across the bridge to obtain a better view, e.g. along

the edge of the ship from the bridge wing.

It may be noted that the creation of a scenario for the project area is very

demanding ix termn of engineering judgment. The goal of the scenario is to

provide all the required data without excessive visual clutter, bearing in mind
the finite memory storage -nd camputational resources available on the
minicomputer.

Radar

The radar data base is used by the Geneisco graphic image generator to
create a simulated radar for use by the test pilots. The radar data base contains
X and Y coordinates which define the border between land and water. The
file also contains coordinates for any structure which is built or extends into
the water such a bridges and aids-to-navigation. In short, this data defines
what a pilot would actually see on a shipboard radar. The radar image is a
continuously updated view of the vessel's portion relative to the surrounding
area. Three different ranges of 0.5 mile, 0.75 mile, and 1.5 miles were pro-
grammed in order for the pilot to choose the scale needed.

Currents

A current data base contains current magnitude and direction at eight points
across the channel at each of the cross sections defined in the channel. Chan-
nel bottom depths are also given at each these eight points and are included in

the channel definition.

Current data were modeled by Resource Management Associates (RMAp.
The modeling techniques used by RMA are covered in King and Rachiele.

Both ebb and flood tides were used for outhound runs. Time limitations on
testing allowed for only one tide condition to be tested on inbound runs.
Based on conversations with the pilots, flood tides were chosen as the current
cond•Jon for inbouna runs because they presented the "worst case scenario",
After completing their required tests, a few piloLs nad time to run slack tide for
inbound or outbound. The slack tide tests were conducted in order to test the
effects of fresh water inflow as the dominant source of current, These slack
tide currents, while less in magnitude thai, the ebb tide, had differenk current

lan P. King arid Richarkd R. Rachiele (19985. "Simulauion of Ow- Sacrarnerio ivter D)eep

Walt'r (Charnnel," RNIA 8801, prepartedJ by te-sourtC Managcment A.•,,ocates, Latoiyett, (LA, 1ow

I,." Army F-gineer Waierwav.ys Lxteiinncri Station, Vick.,%burg, MS
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patterns that were dampened out when combined with strong tidal driven

currents.

Test Ship

The ship data base consists of the ship characteristic!, and coefficients used
in the hydrodynamic program for calculating forces on the bulk carrier used in
the testing program. In addition, the bow of the ship wpuid also be seen in the
visual sccne by the pilot from the ship bridge. Therefore, a visual image of
the ship bow had to be created.

The design ship used in the simulation was the Asian Banner which was
610 ft long, has a 93-ft beam and was loaded to a 30-ft draft with 2-ft under-
keel clearance for the existing condition and to 35-ft draft with 2-ft underkeel
clearance for the proposed channel. A description of the ship model is
included in Ankudinov.

1

Wind

The wind data was supplied by the San Francisco Bar Pilots association.
The predominate wind was determined to be from the southwest direction. A
wind magnitude of 30 knots was used for all navigation tests. Winds of this
magnitude occur frequently during the summer. The simulated wind does not
gust and is assumed to be at a constant magnitude and direction throughout the
study area.

V Ankudinom. (1088) "lydrodynamic, and ma hematica! models fr ship maneuvering

simulation of the bulk c~rrper Asian Danner dic)eep aind shallow waters, and bank efflecr.

mrd.ile in suprxinr of WlS Sa&ramra:o tC'imri! Studv,' lec'hriic•I !(l:-nri 87(95.02-1, preparedl

under (Contract NM) DA(CWY3). V7- I-0(X by rau1r iydamraulic•i, 11C, Lauro3, MD, for I1.S

An•yf 1i- np eer \V aierwaV's S:tIalierln b' s< on, Vicksburg, NIS
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3 Navigation Study

Validation

Validation of the simulation was conducted over a four day period with the
assistance of a pilot from the San Fransico Bar Pilots Association. The follow-
ing information is verified and fine tuned during validation.

a. The channel definition.

(1) bank conditions.

(2) currents.

b. Wind forces.

c. The visual scene and radar image of the study area.

(1) Location of all aids to navigation.

(2) Location and orientation of the Rio Vista Bridge.

(3) Location and orientation of the Ryer Island Ferry.

(4) Location of buildings visible from vessel.

The vessel model in unrestricted still water had been validated previously
during the phase I study, ref 1.

"To validate the reaction of the vessel to bank forces, several simulation runs
were made with the vessel transiting the entire study area. Speial attention
was given by the pilot to the response of the ship to the bank forces, Problem
areas were isolated, and the prototype data for these. areaS was examined. The
values for the overbank depth, the side slope, or the bank lorce coefficient
were thken adjusted. Simulation r-uns were then undertaken thri)ugh the
problemn areas, and if necessa•y, .Lvirther adjustment was made. This proce:s
was repeated until the pilot was satisfied that the simulalor response to the

8 Ch.�or 3 Navioimbon Sudsy



bamk f0orc w&S similar k- ! a of an i*ctuRa vessl paising through the same
irachi in the prototype

The rcacuon of the veel so current force was verified by conducting
several s•nulation rua% over the entire study area. The pilot was instructed to
pay, suetion to the current effects. The pilot was satisfied that the vessel
respunse to the current.s was similar to responses he bad exptrienced in real
life.

To validate the reaction of the vessel to wind force, several simulation runs
were undertaken with the pilot paying special attention to the reaction of the
vessel to the wind. The wind drag coefficient was adjuiied until the pilot was
satisfied.

A check of the visual scene and radar image of the study area occurred
during validation of the other parameters. If the piiot noticed something
missing or misplaced, this was checked against prototype information and
corrected.

Test Conditions

The study consisted of two test cases. The first case was the base condi-
tion. The base condition was the existing authorized 30-ft channel. The second
case was the plan, or the 35-ft channel deepened where necessary, but not
widened.

The testing schedule for the investigation consisted of the following
channel- tide-wind-heading conditions.

Outbound Runs:
Existing 30-f channel, ebb tide, no wind,
Proposed 35-ft channel, ebb tide, nio wind.
Existing 30-ft channel, ebb tide, wind.
Proposed 35-ft channel, ebb tide, wind,

Existing 30-ft channel, flood tide, no wind.
Proposed 35-4t channel, flood tide, no wind.
Existing 30.4ft channel, flood tide, wind.
Proposed 35-ft channel, flood tide, wind
Existing 30-f4 channel, slack tide, no wind .
Proposed 35-4t channel, slack tide, no wind.

Inbound Runs:
E-••;ting .30-f channel, flhod tide, no wind.
Proposed 35 It. channel, flox)d tide, no wind.
Existing 30-ft channel, ilood tide, wind.

11tee ;runs werr cs)rsJuctcd foniv on o "time avaiiahle" basis after the pilot had finished hl'

trquirvJi •un.S
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Proposed 35-ft channel, flood tide, wind.1

Proposed 35-ft channe!, slack tide, no wind.1

Six pilots participated in the testing program. All pilots were members of
the San Fransico Bar Pilots Association and were familiar with piloting in the
study area. The pilots came to WES in pairs for testing. The pilots alternated
test runs to avoid fatigue.

Prior to collecting the data from the actual test runs, a daily familiarization
trial run was required from each of the pilots. These warm-up runs are not
included in test analysis.

To avoid prejudicing the statistical analysis performed on the data collected,
the test conditions were not given in the same order for each pilot. The
random order of testing was necessary because results from the last tests con-
ducted may show better maneuverability only because the pilot is more
familiar with the simulator.

During each run, the characteristic parameters of the ship were auto-
matically recorded every ten seconds. These parameters included the position
of the ship's center-of-gravity, speed, rpm of the engine, heading, drift angle,
rate of turn, rudder angle, port and starboard clearances.

The simulator tests were evaluated based on pilot ratings, ship tracks and
statistical analysis of various ship control parameters recorded during testing.
The following section will discuss these three methods of analysis.

Thc.e rumg wetr conducitj only on "titue available" basis after ihe piloi had firnihed hiýs
requDrted wrutS.

10 Chapter .3 havigaton Stud'1



4 Study Results

Pilots' Ratings

To determine what the pilots thought about the simulator and the proposed
channel deepening, two questionnaires were prepared to document their com-
ments and rate the runs. One was given to the pilots after each run and a final
debriefing questionnaire was given after each pilot had completed his entire
testing program. Pilots were asked to provide ratings for three areas in the
simulation (Figure 5). Area A was from mile 20, in the Sacramento River
Deep Water Ship Channel, to mile 15 just north of the Ryer Island Ferry.
Area B was from mile 15 through the junction of Cache Slough, Steamboat
Slough, and the Sacramento River to north of the Rio Vista Bridge. Area C
was from north of the bridge to mile 11.5. Analysis of the runs conducted on
a "time available" basis has been omitted due to the small sample size.

Area A

A plot of the pilots' ratings for Area A (Figure 6) shows that the pilots
considered the proposed 35-ft channel to be an "easier" run than the existing
30.ft channel for outbound runs with ebb tide, with or without wind. The
pilots rated all four factors---difficulty, attention required, danger of grounding,
and danger of hitting an objoct-lower for the proposed 35-ft channel. For .In
outbound run with flood tide and no wind, the pilots rated the existing 30-ft
channel as safer than the proposed 35-ft channel in all four categories. For the
outbound runs with flood tide and wind, the pilots rated the proposed channel
as being safer than the existing chans'1. For this condition, the pilots stated
that the existing channel required slighdy more attention, with more of a
danger of grounding or of hittinj, an object than the proposed channel. The
pilots felt that the inbound nrn mith flood tide and no wind was more difficult

for the proposd channel than the existing channel.

Area B

A plot of the Irpilots' ratings for Area B (Figure 7) shows that the pilots

preferred the proposed 35-ft channel to the existing 30-ft channel for outbound

C11Chapter ,4 Study F4sutt,,.



runs with ebb tide, with or without wind. For the ro wind run the pilots rate t

the proposed channel and the existing channe' as almost equal for attention
required and danger ot grounding, but rated the proposed channel as le.-s diffi-
cult and having less of a danger of hitting an object. For the runs with wind,
the pilots rated all four factors-diliiculty, attention requited, danger of
grounding, and danger of hitting---as considerably lower for ihe proposed 35-Ct
channel. For an outbound run with flood tide and no wind, the pilots rated the
proposed 35-ft channel as being more difficult than the existing 30-ft channel
in all four categories. For the outbound run with flood tide and wind, the
pilots rated both channels as being equal in the amount of attention required,
but rated the existing channel as being slightly more difficult, with more of
danger of grounding or of hitting vn object than the proposed channel. The
pilots felt that the inbound run with flood tide and no wind was more difficult
for the proposed channel than the existing channel.

,Area C

A plot of the pilots' ratings for Area C (Figure 8) shows that the pilots
rated the proposed 35-ft channel and the existing 30-ft channel as almosl equal
for outbound runs with ebb tide without wind. For the no wind run the pilots
rated the proposed channel and the existing channel as almost equal for atten-
tion required and danger of grounding, and rated the proposed channel as less
difficult and with less of a danger of hitting an object. For the runs with wind,
the p ilots rated all four factors--difficulty, attention required, danger of
grout ding, and danger of hitting-as considerably lower for the proposed 35-ft
channel. For an outbound run with flood tide and no wind, the pilots rated the
propo.sed 35-ft channel as being more difficult, requiring more attention, and
having a greater danger of grounding than the existing 30-ft channel. Both
channc,s were rated as equal for the danger of hitting an objecL For the
outbound run with flood tide and witid, the pilots rated both channels as being
equal in the danger of grounding but rated the existing channel as being
slightly more difficult, but rated the proposed channel as requiring more atten-
lion bit tlaving less danger of hitting an object. The pilots rated the inbound
run with Ilood tide and no wind as being equally difficult for both the pro-
posed and existing channel, but rated the proposed channel as requiring more
attention a~id having i greater danger of grounding and hitting an object.

Final Questionnaire

After compiiting all test runs, each pilot completed a final questionnaire to
give thrir opinions on the project as well as on the simulation. Some of the
comments made by the piloLs on the project are included with this report.

How will deepening the channel affect ship maneuverability anid safety?
"It will be a lot easier on making turns and giving us more room in case of

bank suction,"
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"I 'could not delect any change in effects on the vessel in the deepened
chanrel. However, my oxperience in the Stockton Channel leads me to believce
that deeper vessels in a deeper channel are more sluggish."

"I don't think it will make any difference."

"This would increase safety, even for lighter ships, because there would be
more water in the channel, providing for a higher ratio of available water to
ship displacement. This would lessen the bank and bottom suction effects on
all vessels. There appears to be little additional difficulty in navigating ships
at the de-per 35' draft."

"If the ration of underkeel clearance to vessel's draft is increased then
maneuverability is increased. If maneuve:ability is increased, so is safety."

"I would not expect - with increased depth and increased draft - that
maneuverability and safety would be greatly different from what they are now.
Assuming 250' on the turns at the entrance to the canal, and another 50'
increase immediately west of the Rio Vista Bridge."

Is there any difference in the bank force between the existing and the
35' channel?

"I tried on all runs to stay in the proposed channel and did not feel any
dif erence in the bank force."

"I could not detect any. However, in reality, I believe there would be."

"Some"

"hi theory, 30' deep channel and 30' draft vessels would experience less
bank effect that 35' deep channei and 35' draft vessels."

"I would expect the bank cushion and bank suction forces to increase with
the deepening of the channel."

Is there any difference in the effect of the current between the existing
and the 35' channel?

"*No"

"Current effects were greater with the deeper vessels in tlfee deeper channe:.'

"Somewhat more"

"There seemed lo be no additional adverse effects with current in a 35'
chantLr:"

"I could not feel much difference."
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"With the movement of more water through the 35 ft channel, I would
expect the current to be a little st, anger."

Do you have any concerns about a ship with a drafn deepet- than 30'
navigating the de-'pened (.5') channel?

"No. At the present we are taking drafts of 32', but arm using the high
tides.'

"It is my experience with deeper draft vessels in Stockton that there is a
reduction in the responsiveness, and deeper vessels are more sluggish."

"No"

"I don't think there would be any major problems bringing 35' draft ships
up or down the channel."

"I feel that vessels of 35' draft could safely transit the 35' channel if the
channel was widened from BKN 49B to one mile above LT 51 and if the 31'
spit just below LT43 (on NOAA chart) was removed."

"No, providing deeper drafts than 32 ft can be taken step by step."

Composite Ship Track Plots

A complete set of the composite ship track plots for the two channel test
conditions is presented at the end of this report on Plates 1-76. The model
area was divided into 5 areas for the purpose of plotting and studying the
tracklines (Figure 9). When plotted, each area overlaps its adjacent areas. For
all track plots included in this report. as well as the discussion of those track
plots, aids-to-navigation will be referred t as follows:

GA I green light number II
R-121 red light numbe; 12
C- 13 can buoy number 13
N-14 = nun buoy number 14

Area A is the beginning of outbound runs, and the end of inlxbund runs.

This area is defined as beginning between G-53 and R-54 and ending just
downstream of G-51 and R-52 (Figure 10). Although the actual run began
upstream of lights G-53 and R-54, data was not collected pliior to this point.

This is to allow the pilots to gain complce control of the vessl bel ore dawa

collection. This area mainly serves as an approach to Art.a 4F for outbound

runs. Area 13 extends from 20(L) ft north of Go51 and R-52 to just south of

G-45 and R.-46 (FiTgur-r 11) "This area includes the junction oi the Ship Chaf-.
nel, Tylo-Bypass Cache Sough and Nir.'.r Slough. ,ie:3 C is deflned as the

area from betweer, G-45 and PTZ46 at enJ of Aea B Lo approximattvy 15(A) ft
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nolhb of the Ryer Island ferry (Figure 12.). Area D extend~s from 2000 ft north
of tfhe Ryer Jsland Feiry to 1000 ft north of R-36 (Figure 13). Area E is
defined as beginning about 3000 ft north of R-36 to abo~ut 00(X) ft siouth of

R-28 (Figure 14).

Outbound Runs - Flood Tide - Without Wind

Track plots for ou~bound runs, flood tide, without wind, for both exif.ting
and proposed (hminels are shown in Plates 1-:10. Examination of the track
plot-, for Area A, Plat~es I and 6, reveals that once the pilot gained control of
the veisscl to stai-t their run, 9hey experienced no iroblerns until leaving the
man-made channel at G-49A in Area B, Plates 2 and 7. The piiol-s transited
this reach by swinging their vessels west immediately after leaving the man-
made channel south of G-49A. Thli-L tactic is acceptable under existing condi-
tions be.~ause the 30-ft contour line shows that the water is deeper than 30 ft in
this arcoi, even through it is outside the authorized and maintained channel.
However, the 35-ft contour litie shows that the ships would have grounded into
the shoal area south of Cache Slough. The track plots from G-49 to the end of'
Area B, show the runs for the 35-ft chanrei are more consistent and stayed
within the defined channel better than the runs for the 30-ft channe3. The
exception to this occurred when one pilot of a 35-ft draft ship left the channel
to the west between G-49 and G-47. After completing his run, tile pilot stated
that he had done this out of curiosity as to the bank forces in this reach.That
portion of his run wil! have to be ignored since he was performing in an
unrealistic manner.

Track plots of Area C, Plates 3 and 8, show that the runs for the deeper
draft ship are more tightly grouped and nearer the defined channel then those
of the 30-ft draft ship., Due to the deep water on the eastern side of thle
channel, nonc of the runs came close to grounding even through the ships went
beyond the authorized channel. Use of this deep water reflect% current piloting
practices.

Track plots o1'Are~a D, Plates 4 and 9., show the runs coming together north
of IR-40 in order to pass through the Rycr Island Ferry slip. Alter passing the
ferry, all runs took a set to the east at G-39. Most of !he runs left the
authorized channel t~r the both existing and proposed conditions and grounded
in the: shoal area just north of the mouth of Steamboat Slough, Alttr this
grounding, piflots of the 30-ft draft ships were able to keep) their vessels in
deep water (L~reater than 30 1`0t for the rest of Area D, and all were within the
defined chainnel at the end of the arua A] ikough the deeper draft shrips fml-

lowved v'ery closely the track lines of the 30-ft draft ships, the deeper draft

c;au:sed the vessýels to g~round on the east silde of the chanine! acros.:ý from G(- 37J1
ais well as, >outh of G-39~. All runs wvere O~'tct h dehried channel at dihencd

(it tiv- area. It s0-lould bc nid Oathere awe no wdNto- naigawt lonl to mnark the

eas t ýc cot thc charnlo tht Ihas ot SteambOat Slougyh mi the Sacramento

River. This, "'1 c~i : al fts reulf's in this study.
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Track plots of Area E, Plates 5 and 10, are nearly identical for both

existing and proposed channel conditions. All runs passed through the center

of the bridge and left Ilie channel on the east side near R-2.8.

Outbound Runs - Flood Tide - With Wind

Track plots for outbound runs, flood tide, with wind, for both existing and

proposed channels are shown in Plates 11-20. Examination of these plots for
Area A, Plates 11 and 16, reveals that once the pilot gained control of the
vessel to start their run, the lighter draft vessels were pushed to the eastern
charinel edge b'y the strong wind from the South-West. The deeper draft ships,

having less freeboard, were able to stay within the channel limits in Area A.

Examination of the track plots for Area El, Plates 12 and 17, shows that the

runs left the channel south of G-49A by a lesser amount than those tests con-
ducted without wind. Howe.ver, several runs of the 35-ft draft ship clipped the

shoal area at the mouth of Cache Slough. For the remainder of the run
through Area B, the deeper draft runs were more tightly grouped and less

effected by the wind that the runs of the 30-ft draft ships. Some of the lighter
vessels left the authorized chancrel north of R-46, but still stayed within the

30-ft contour lines.

Track plots for Area C, Plates 13 and 18, show the pilots using the deep
water between R-44 and R-42 The pilots of the lighter ship were more

affected by the wind and were inconsistent in getting back into the authorized
channel at the end of Area C.

The track plots for Area D, Plates 14 and 19, show the lighter draft ships
were not in as good a position to pass through the ferry has they had becv, for

the no wind condition. There were near groundings below R-40 for some of

these cases. After passing through the ferry, the 35-ft draft ships once again

had a problem with the shoals near Steamboat Slough and the Sacramento
River junction.

Track plots of Area E, Plates 1L and 20, are nearly identical for boih exist-

ing and proposed channel conditions. ANl runs passed through the center of
the bridge and left the channel on the east side near R-28.

Outbound Runs - Ebb ride - Without Wind

"Irack plots for outtound runs, ebb tide, without wind, for both existng and

proposed channels are shown in PlltCs 21-30. Examination el these plots for

A.eas A and B, Plates 21, 22, 25, and 26, reveals t1hat once the pilot gained

control of the vessel to sUIta their run, thev, experienced no problems until

leaving [ti man-rmaidc channel at G-49)A in Area [B. As in tests conducted

with) floo~d tde, Ohe piloht tuansited this reach by swiigiro. their vessels west
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immediately after leavirg the man-made channei south of G-49A. Although
some of the runs left the authorized and maintained channel in doing so, both

the deeper and lighter draft vessels were able to stay in water deep enough to
avoid grounding. For the remainder of the run through Area B, runs for the
35-ft draft ship were more consistent and were better able to stay within the
channel. Although several of the runs for the 30-ft draft ship stayed out of the
western edge of the channel until G-47, none of these runs came close to an
actual grounding. This is a normal operating practice.

The track plots for Area C, Plates 23 and 27, show the pilots using the
deep water on the eastern side of the channel as usual. One run for the 35-ft
draft ship went between 200 and 300 ft further east than the other runs, but
was still able to stay between to 35-ft contours. Normal piloting practice
seems to be to operate outside the authorized and maintained channel.

The track plots for Area D, Plates 24 and 28, show the runs for the deeper
draft vessels begin more tightly grouped than those for the 30-ft draft ships.
Both the 30- and the 35-ft draft ships grounded on the shoal near the mouth of
Steamboat Slough. As in test conditions previously discussed, the 35-ft draft
ship grot led on the shoal across from G-37 at the junction of the Sacramento
River.

Track plots for Area E, Plates 25 and 29, show the runs not grouped as
tightly as those runs for the flood tide. Several runs for both 30- and 35-ft
draft ships grounded across from R-36. All runs safely transited the bridge,
but several pilots had problems making the turn between R-28 and G-29 for
both the existing and proposed conditions.

Outbound Runs - Ebb Tide - With Wind

Track plots for outbound runs, ebb tide, with wind, for both existing and
proposed channels are shown on Plates 31-41. During the run.; in Area A,
Plates 31 and 36, pilots of both 30- and 35-ft draft vessels were set to the east
by the wind. By examining the track ploLs, it appears that the pilots or the
deeper draft ships suffered more of a set than tho.se of the 30-ft draft ship.
However, the plots are deceiving: and this is not so. One pilot got out of posi-
lion :n the channel and had a very difficult time getting back against the wind
If his run is omitted, Plate 37, the remainder of the runs show that the deeper
draft vessels were iess affected ty the wind than the lighter draft ships.

Examination )! !he track plots for Area 13, Plates 32 and 38, shows, that the
pilots werc unable o gio west of the chwnncl south of (i-49A due to the wind
forces acting on 1he shrip. T'he 30-ft drift ships were pushed out of the channei
on the west side nea:r R-48, hut they did not come close to !hc 31)-li ,ft Ionour

If the run for the pilot mentioned in the discussori for Area A iL, ignored, the
35-ft draft vessel runs werC consistiently ltess affected h\ the wind than the
304-, draft ships. The pihlolt who got out of' position, hid his, ship hack in the
channcl prior tI the cnd (.)f Area 13.
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Track plots for Area C, Plates 33 and 39, show the pilots using the deep

water throughout reach for both the 30- and the 35-ft draft ships. One 35-ft

draft ship came close to leaving the channel on the west side north of G-43.

The runs of the lighter ships had problems on the east side of the channel near
and south ot R-42. One 30-ft draft ship grounded in this reach.

The track plots for Area D, Plates 34 and 40, show that both draft ships
came much closer to R-40 for the tests conducted with wind than they did for
those without wind. Since the ships were already further to the west going
through the ferry, both draft ships had runs which grounded on the shoal near
the mouth of Steamboat Slough. The 35-ft draft ship, as in previous condi-
tions, had groundings at the shoal near the mouth of the Sacramento River
junction and across trom G-37.

Track plots of Area E, Plates 35 and 41, show the runs of the 30-ft draft
ships leaving the channel on both sides near R-36. The 35-ft vessel runs
managed to stay within the channel on the west side. However, one of the
rurns consistently stayed out of the channel on the east side from the beginning
of the area up until the bridge. None of the runs struck the bridge.

Outbound Runs - Slack Tide - Without Wind

Track plots for outbound runs, slack tide, without wind, for both existing
and proposed channels are shown in Plates 42-51, Examination of these plots
for Areas A and B, Plates 42, 43, 47 and 48, reveals that once the pilot gained
control of the vessel to strt the run, they experienced no problems until leav-
ing the man-made channel at G-49A in Area B.

Track plots for Area C, Plates 44 and 49, show the pilots using the deep
water between R-44 and R-42 for both the 3G- and the 35-ft draft ships. None
of the runs came close to grounding in this reach.

The track plot, for Area I), Plates 45 and 5t), show that both draft ships left
the delined channel and entered the shoal area near the mouth of Steamboat
Slough. The 35-f-t draft ship suilcied more of a set to the west than did the
30-ft draft ship. The 35-It dralt ship grrounded on the shoal neat the mouth of
the Sacramenito River Junction. The lighter draft ship, although out of the
channel InI this area, did not ground.

Track plot,; of Arc:; E, Plates 46 and 5!, show both dra ft ships being iii the
center of the chann.el by R-30, Alter px-s;ing thicough the bridge, the 30-ft
d(ait ships ma:de the linal 1n11 too soon and tou nded ncaf R-28. Thc Jceper
dralt ships, althtuu1 h on the east sidc -1 the d(.'lfit'd _hanncl, did rot grourd.
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Inbound Runs - Flood Tide - Without Wind

In order that the discussion will follow the direction of the transit, track
plots for all inbound tuns will be shown in reverse order of areas, starting with
Area E.

Track plots for inbound runs, flood tide, without wind, for both existing
and proposed channels are shown in Plates 52-61. Examination of these runs
for Area E, Plates 52 and 57, reveals that the pilots started the run on the east
side of the channel south if R-28. This starting point was chosen after con-
sultation with the pilots. The pilots stated that at this point they would be
hugging the east side of the channel in preparation for the turn into the bridge.
Runs for both 30- and 3.;-ft draft ships left the channel on the west side north
of G-29 and grounded.

Track plots for Area D, Plates 53 and 58, show the inbound runs grounding
on the same shoal areas as the outbound runs. The main problem areas were
the shoals near the mouths of the Sacramento River and Steamboat Slough.
As with the outbound runs, a portion of the shoal at the mouth of the
Sacramento River had more than 30 ft of water over it, but less than 35 ft.
Therefore, the deeper draft ships had more of a problem in this reach.

Examination of track plots for Area C, Plates 54 and 59, reveals that as
with the outbound runs, the pilots utilized the deep water on the cast side of
the channel. All of the runs for the 30-ft draft ships stayed wititin the 30-ft
contour. The runs of the 35-ft vessels )'±ýo used the deep water to the east.
There were no problems except for one pilot who swung west too early, and
grounded opposite R- 44.

The track plots fcr Area B and A, Plates 55, 56, 60 and 61, show that runs
for both existing and proposed conditions left the west edge of the defined
channel north of G-45. Runs for both 30- and 35-ft draft ships stayded within
their respective contours and did not ground in this reach. Just north of G-49,
the pilots begin their approach to the man-made canal by swinging theii ships
west near the entrance to Cache Sioug~h. Tht, 30-ft vessels made it thrco:Igh
Cache Slough, but grounded near G-49A. Several of the 35-ft draft ves;sels
grounded on the shoal in Cache Slough as well as grounding near G- 49A.
The pilot,,, had better control of the 35-ft ship than of the 30-ft ship, after
entering the man-made canal. Track ploLs of thc lightr vessel show the pilots
weaving back and forth afler enicring the caual.

Inbound Runs - Flood Tide - With Wind

I rac. plots for inbound rwrns, flood tide, with wind, lI.'r both existing and
proposed channels are shown in Plallcs 62-71. Exarnina:ion o• the track ploLs
Io' Area E, P!Les 02 md 67, re c.,a thuit the pilots, were able to slay within
tCe defined channel throug l the bridge. Near I..36, one of the deeper draft
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ships left the defined channel on the east side, and grounded. One of the
lighter ships also left the channel on the east side. However, this occurred
further north than the 35-ft ship and the pilot was able to stay within the 30-ft
contour.

Track plots for Area D, Plates 63 and 68, show the same problem areas as
before. T'le lighter vessel only had one grounding incident, near R-36A. The
deeper draft ships had a grounding near R-36A and near the mouths of the
Sacramento River and Steamboat Slough.

Area C, Plates 64 and 69, was free of incident for both 30- and 35-ft draft
ships; although the normal practice of operating outside the authorized channel
continued.

Track plots for Area B. Plates 65 and 70, show that there were no ground-
ings for the lighter ship. The 35-ft draft ships again grounded in the Cache
Siough shoal and near G-49A.

After entering the man-made canal in Area A, Plates 66 and 71, the pilots
had better control over the deeper draft ships.

Inbound Runs - Slack Tide - Without Wind

Track plots for inbound runs, slack tide, without wind, for the proposed
channel only are shown in Plates 72-76. All runs under this condition were
able to .tay within the defined channel throughout Area E. Only one run of
this condition was conducted.

As in the pieviously discussed rvins, the ships grounded nea. the mouths
of the Sacramento River and Steamboat Slough. Throughout Area C, Plate 74,
this run managed to stay very close to the authorized channel limits. Plots of
Area B, Plate 75, show a smooth trackline as the vessels swung to the west
edge of the channel aear 49. After entering the defined channel, this run
experienced no problems.

Statistical Analysis

During each run, the control, positioning, and orientation parameters of the
s'nip were recorded every 10 secomis. These parameters included position,
speed, revclutions per minute (rpm) of the propeller, nmdder angle. rate of turn,
hcading, drifý ý,ngle, and poro and starooard clearances Since Jie simulator
perlorman•,•Ls of nearly 70 ) percent of :h( active pifolt, handling ships on the
Sacram,,nt'1" channei were recorded durinn the testing, it waas decided ihai
!.tatisiical ana! -;is could bc based on par-ameter means rather than conccnira-
lion on individuAl runIM
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Due to the small sample size of inbound runs with wind and all slack tide

runs, these test conditions are omitted from statistical analysis.

All statistical parameters are plotted against distance along track. The
distance along track is calculated by projecting the position of the ship center
of gravity perpendicularly to the centerline of the channel. The distance along
track is measured from the beginning of the centerline. For this study, plots of
the centerline, as well as the distance from the beginning of the centerline are
shown in Figures 10-14.

For all parameters except clearance, the statistical analysis is presented as a
mean of means within a sample channel section. A 500 foot channel section
was used. This means that for each individual run each parameter was aver-
aged over 500 ft, and tnat these means were averaged over all runs under a
given condition, thus a mean of the means. The standard deviation of the
means was calculated for each run, and these standard deviations were aver-
aged over all runs under a given condition.

Statistical analysis of clearance is presented as a mean of the minimum
during a sample channel section. This means that the minimum clearance for
port and starboard is found for each channel section of each run. These mini-
mums are then averaged over all runs for each test condition.

Due to the fact that deep water was available for the pilot's use well out of
the defined channel, clearance values were not calculated to the channel edge,
but to the edge of navigable water. Therefore, clearances for the existing 30-ft
channel were calculated to the 30-ft contour and clearances for the proposed
35-ft channel were calculated to the 35-ft contour.

Outbound Runs - Flood Tide - Without Wind

Statistical parameter plots of outbound runs for flood tide without wind are

shown in Plates 77-83,

Minimum port clearance, Examination of' the port clearance plot
(Plate 77) shows two problem areas for the proposed channel, Between the
Ryer Island Ferry and light 37 the mean minimums go negativo tw;c This is
in the vicinity of the Steamboat Slough aad Sac'rament, River Junction. The
sharp jump between the two areas of groundings reflects the shape oft the coni
tour lines in this area. The exisung runs show a posilive mean minimum for
the entire run becausc of the difLrence in the contour lines.

Minimum starboard clearanct. The plol of the startxard clearance
(Plate 78) shows that althodiugh the run-s for the proposel channel generally a
less clearance than those for thc existing channel, there was enough clearance
in both channels to allow an adequate margin of ,afely. Since in the area

hei-een Ryer Island and light 37, the starboard clearance is greater than 100 ft
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there was adequate room of the ship to move to the west and eliminate the

negative port clearance noted above.

Rudder angle, RPM, speed, and manerivering factor. The plot of the

mean rudder angle (Plate 79) shows little difference for runs in either channel.

What difference there is can be attributed to the heavy ship requiring more
rudder to turn. Neither channel condition required anywhere near the maxi-
mum rudder available. The plots of the RPM and speed (Plates 80 and 81)
show the heavier ship requiring 10 to 15 percent more RPM to move the ship
at approximately the same speed as the lighter vessel. The maneuvering factor
(Plate 82) shows the same trends as the nidder angle plot. Both 30- and 35-ft
draft vessels did not use nearly all the maneuvering capability available.

Drift angle. Examination of the drift angle plot (Plate 83) shows that the
35-ft draft vessels had less drift angle than the 30-ft draft ships after leaving
the man-made channel at light 49A until the straight reach south of Rycr
Island Ferry at light 37. This shows that the deeper draft ship was abie to
handle the turns easier.

Outbound Runs - Flood Tide - With Wind

Statistical parameter plots of outbound runs for flood tiWe with wind are
shown in rlates 84-W0.

Minimum port clearance. The plot of the port clearance (Plate 84)
reveals little difference from that for th.e outbound - flood tide - with wind
condition. Or;ce again there are two problem areas for the proposed channel.
between the Ryer Island Ferry and light 37. As for the runs conducted without
wind, theý difference between port clearance for existiag and plan is the differ-

ence in the contour lines.

Minimum starboard clearance. The plot of the starboard clearance
(Plate 85) shows that although the runs for the proposed channel generally had
less clearance than those for the existing channel, there was enough clearance

in both channels to allow an adequate safety margin as in the no wind
condition.

Rudder angle, RPM, spe,ýd, and mi.neivering factor, The plot of the
mean ruddcr angle (Plate 86) shows that about twicc the rudder was required
near light 43 for the 35--ft draft vesscl than for the 30-.ft draft vessel. How-
ever, at no point in the run was more than 50 percent of the rudder required.
The plots of thet RPM and speed (Plates, 87 and 8S) show the 35-it draft ship
usually requiring more engine speed than the 30,It ship, but with not as much
dilfcrencC aIS for thoc runs without wind. The rmncouvering factor (flale 89)
shows Ihc samc trends as the rudder angl)e plot. B~oth drift vessels did not use

even 40% (W4 the maneuvcring, available.
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Drift angle. The drift angle plot (Plate 90) shows that the 35-ft draft

vessels had about half of the drift angle of the 30-ft draft ships. This shows

that the deeper draft ship with less freeboard was less affected by the wind.

Outbound Runs - Ebb Tide - Without Wind

Statistical parameter plots of outbound runs for ebb tide without wind are

shown in Plates 91-97.

Minimum port clearance. Examination of the port clearance plot

(Plote 91) shows that both 30- and 35-ft draft vessels have a negative mean

minimum port clearance near the Ryer Island Ferry. The mean minimum is

about 60 ft less for the 30-ft draft ship than for the 35-ft draft vessel. The port

clearance for the 35-ft draft ship near light 37 is negative.

Minimum starboard clearance. The plot of the starboard clearance
(Plate 92) shows that although the runs for the proposed channel generally had

less clearance than those for the existing channel, there was enough clearance

in both channe!s to allow an adequate safety margin.

Rudder angle, RPM, speed, and maneuvering factor. Examination of

the plot of the mean rudder angle (Plate 93) shows that the 30-ft draft ship
required more rudder leaving the man-made channel at light 49A, and the 35-ft

draft ship required more rudder between lights 43 and 42. Neither channel

condition required anywhere near the maximum )udder available. The plots of

the RPM and speed (Plates 94 and 95) show the lighter ship traveling about

1 knot faster for approximately the same RPM a.; the 35-ft draft vessel. The

marneuvering factor (Platz 96) shows the same trends as the rudder angle plot.

Both draft vessels did net use nearly all the maneuvering available.

Drift angle. Examination of the drift angle plot (Plate 97) shows that the
35-.ft draft vessels had less of a drift angle than the 30-ft draft ships after

leaving the man made channel at light 49A until the straight reach south of

Ryer Island Ferry at light 37. This shows that the deeper draft ship was able

to handle the turns easier.

Outbound Runs - Ebb Tide- With Wind

Statistical parameter plots of outbound runs for ebb tide with wind are

shown in Plates 98-104.

Minimum port clearance. The pert clearance plot (Plate 98) shows that

the 35-ft draft vessel has a negative meicaii minimunm port clearance and the

30--ft draft vessel has a zero mean ninimumn port clearance, nea•l the Rver

island Fern,'. There is zero port cleorance for the 35-ft draft ship near light 37,
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Minimum starboard clearance. The plot of the starboard clearance
(Plate 99) shows that although the runs for the proposed channel generally had
less clearance than those for the existing channel, there was enough clearance
in both channels to allow an adequate margin of safety.

Rudder angle, RPM, speed, and maneuvering f&ctor. Examination of
the plot of the mean rudder angle (Plate 100) reveals little difference in the
rudder required for either the 30- or the 35-ft draft vessel, except in the bend
near lights 44 and 43. The 35-ft draft vessel used as much a 20 percent left
rudder, while the lighter ship used an average 20 percent right rudder. The
plots of the RPM and speed (Plates 101 and 102) show the results similar to
those runs tested without wind, except that more RPM is required for
approximately the same speed. The maneuvering facior (Plate 103) shows the
same trends as the rudder angle plot. Neither vessel used more than 20 per-
cent of the available maneuvering capability.

Drill angle. Examination of the drift angle plot (Plate 104) shows that
both vessels had more of a problem with the wind while running with the
current than they did nining against the current (Plate 90). In the critical
areas, light 43 to light 40, and near light 37, the 30-ft draft vessels had nearly
twice the drift angle of the 35-ft draft ships.

Inbound Runs - Flood Tide - Without Wind

Statistical parameter plots of inbound runs for flood tide without wind are
shown in Plates 105-111.

Minimum port clearaioce. For inbound runs, the port side of the channel
is the east side of the channel, the same as the starboard side for outbound
runs. The plot of the port clearance (Plate 105) shows that although the runs
for the proposed channel generally had less clearance than those for the exist-
ing channel, there was enough clearance in both channels to allow an adequate
margin of safety.

Minimum starboard clearance. Examination of the starboard clearance
plot (Plate 106) shows two problem a-cas for the proposed channel. Between
the Ryer Island Ferry and light 37 the mean minimums go negative in two
locations. The existing channel runs show a positive mean minimum for the
entire run because ot the difference in the effective channel.

Rudder angle, RPM, speed, and maneuvering factor, Examination of
the plot of the mean rudder ang!e (Plate 107) reveals the pilots used approxi-
mately the same rudder for runs in either channel until near light 49 when they
get ready to enter the man-made ship channel The deeper draft ship required
less rudder than the lighter ship to line up to enter the channel, and to stabilize
after entering the channel. Neither channel condition required anywhere near
the maximum rudrker available. The plots of the RPM and speed (Plates 108
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and 109) show the heavier ship requiring either the same or up tU 15; percent

more RPM to move the ship at a slower speed than the lighter vessel. The

mnieuvering factor (Plate 110) shows the same trends as the rudder angle plot.
Both draft vessels did not use nearly all the maneuvering capability available.

Drift angle. Examinatioa of the drift angle p!ot (Plate 111) shows that
neither the 30- or 35-ft draft ship had much of a drift angle until after light 37.
For the remainder of the run, the 35-ft draft vessels had less of a drifl angle
than the 30-ft draft ships. This shows that the deeper draft ship was able to
handle the turns easier.

New Buoy Location Testing

Preliminary results, based primarily on ship track plots and pilot ratings,
showed that the primary problem with transiting this reach with 35-ft draft
ships was that fth pilots an.- no: currently restricting their 30-ft draft ships to
the authorized c'iannel. There are numerous areas where this tactic is
acceptable for both draft ships in that there is adequate water depth available
to avoid grounding. However, several areas have shoals where water depths
are between 30 and 35 ft. Bringing a 35-ft draft ship into these areas will
result in groundings. Also, if any of the areas that are used outside the
authorized channel shoal, they will become unavailable since the Corps of
Engineers does not have any authority to dredge these areas.

Widening the channel in some of these areas would be a very expensive
undertaking. Also, it was not known if the ships had to leave the defined
channel in these areas because of navigation conditions (current, wind, bank
forces, etc.) or if it was just due to currently accepted ship handling practices
through this reach due to the amount of deep water out of the defined channel
and a lack of adequate marking of the areas shallower than the channel depth.
It was decided to conduct an abbreviated testing program with several existing
buoys relocated, and new buoys added to the test area. This was done in order
to see that if by better defining the channel limits and by changing the pilot
strategy to minimize the use of areas outside the defined channel, could the
pilot keel) his vessel in the defined channel. The radar and visual scene data-
bases were modified to reflect these new aids-to-navigation.

The new buoy locations were supplied by SPK and were chosen after con-
sultations between WES, SPK, the Saa Francisco Bar Pilots Association, and
the local Coast Guard district office. The new buoy locations are show in
Figure 15. B3uovs R-36 and R-36A were moved closer to the edge of the
channel and north, This was done to help the pilot stay within the channel and
out of the shoals near the mouths of the Sacramento River and Steamboat
Slough. R- 28 was moved to help the pilots remain in the channel following
the turn south of the Rio Vista Bridge on outbound runs. Aids 34A and 33
were added to help define the approach to the bridge. The pilots believed that
they could stay within the dcfincd channel for the remainder of the test reach
using existing aid-to- navigation, provided thal they made an effort to do so.
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Due to time limitations, and the fact that the pilots' leaving the channel is

primarily a problem only for the deeper draft ship, only the proposed channel
conditions were tested. All runs for this testing progiam were conducted with

wind conditions.

After completion of the original testing schedule, addition currents were
computed by Resource Management Associates for extreme freshwater inflow.
This extreme flood produced a flow of 200,000 cfs at Rio Vista with approxi-
mately 120,(X)O cfs coming out of Cache Slough. Runs using a current daLi-
base from these conditions were also conducted as part of the testing program.
The modeling techniques used by RMA are covered in King and Rachiele.1

Test Conditions

The Iesting schedule for the investigation consisted of the following tide-
heading conditions.

Outbound Runs:
Proposed 35-ft channel, flood tide original freshwater inflow.
Proposed 35-ft channel, ebb tide original freshwater inflow.
Proposed 35-ft channel, ebb tide with maximum freshwater inflow.
Froposed 35-ft channel, slack tide with maximum freshwater inflow.

Inbound Runs:
Proposed 35-ft channel, flood tide original freshwater inflow.
Proposed 35-ft channel, ebb tide originai freshwater inflow.
Proposed 35-ft channel, ebb tide with maximum freshwater inflow.
Proposed 35-ft channel, slack tide with maximum freshwater inflow.

The slack tide tests were short runs used only to examine the effects of the
vessel encountering the high current velocities coming out of Cache Slough.

Data collection during the simulator run, as well as the pilot rating
questionnaire, was performed as in the earlier tests.

Pilot Ratings

Since only one run was made of each condition, results from the pilots
ratings are presented in a tabular form. Pilot rating areas are the same as
shown in Figure 5.

Op Ci[.
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Table 2

Sacramento River Deep Water Ship Channel, California
Pilot Ratings

Arom A Area ( Area r-

Cnnditlon 11fl. Att =Grd Hi ~ A jjit =D727Jldj. =Hj

Out flood 7 5 717 8 8i 7 6 6 8

-ebb 6 75 6 7 6 8 6 C, 6 8

Out miaxI
ebb 9 C 9 7 9 9 ~9 9 8 9 7 9

7 0 7 6 6 7 a 6 7 6 8

in ebb 7 7 8 7 6 7 7 6 8 a

ebb 9 18 8 6 9 9 9 7 7 7 8 8

These ratings show that the pilot considered the runs with the high freshwater
inflow to be more dangerous than the others.

Composite Ship Track Plots

A complete set of the composite ship track plots for this testing program is
presented on Plates 112-137. The areas plotted are the same as those shown in
Figur,: 9.

Outbound Run - Flood Tide - With Wind

Track plots for outbound run, flood tide, with wind, are shown in Plates
112-115. Examination of these plots for Area B, Plate 112, reveals that even
though lhzý pilot was attempting to stay within the defined channel, he left the
channel on the west side near G-49A and touched the edge of the shoal area
there. The pilot re-entered the defined channel near G-49, and was able to
stay within its limits fo, the remainder of the Area B.

Track plots of Area C, Plate 113, show that the pilot left the channe) on the
cast side as all pilots had done in the earlier tests. The western edge of the
channel is not well marked in this reach. However, the water is deep enough
to navigate through the area.

Track plots of Area D and E, Plates 114 and 115, show the pilot was abie
to keep his ship within the defined channel from the ferry slip through the
remainder of run. The pilot made the final turn in good position.
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Outbound Run - Ebb Tide - With Wind

Track plots for the outbound run, ebb tide, with wind, are shown in Plates
116-119. Examination of these plots for Area B, Plate 116, reveals that the
pilot was better able io stay within the defined channel after leaving the man-
made canal than for the flood condition. The vessel left the channel south of
G-49A, but stayed within the 35-ft contour line.

Track plots of Area C, Plate 117, show that the pilot left the channel on the
east side as he had done in the outbound flood tide tests.

Track plots of Areas D and e, Plates 118 and 119, show the pilot had more
difficulty running with the current than he had for the flood condition. The
vessel left the channel on the east side and hit the shoal area near the mouth of
Steamboat Slough. After getting back in the defined channel, the pilot was
able to utilize the new buoy locations in order keep his ship within the defined
channel fot the remainder of run. The pilot made the final turn in good
position.

Outbound Run - Max Ebb Tide - With Wind

Track plots for the outbound run, ebb tide with high freshwater inflow from
Cache Slough, and with wind, are shown in Plates 120-123. Examination of
these plots for Area B, Plate 129, reveals that the pilot was able to stay within
the defined chT=ncl in Area B. This is due to the fact that the high flow out
of Cache Slough oushed the vessel east near G-49A.

Track plots of Area C, Plate 121, show that the pilot leit the channel on the
east side as he had done in the outbound flood tide tests.

Track plots of Areas D and E, Plates 122 and 123, show the vessel left the
channel on the east side and hit the shoal area near the mouth of Steamboat
Slough. After getting back in the defined channel, the pilot was able V,) utilize
the new buoy locations in order keep his ship within the defined channel fo!
the remainder of run. The pilot made the final turn in good position.

Outbound Run - Slack Tide - With Wind

The track plot for the .uthoand run, slack tide, with wind, is shown on
Plate 124. This plot reveals that e,ven though the vessel left the defined chan-
nel near G-49A, the high fresh water flow oul of Cachc Slough pushed the
ship rapidly to the east. The piloi de.scribed leaving tht man-i-nade channel
under this condition as a "wild ride.".
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Inbound Run - Flood Tide - With Wind

Track plots for the inbound run, flood tide, with wind, are shown in Plates
125-AJ''. ELamination of these plots reveals that the pilot was able to stay
within the defined chanrel from the beginning of the run until ne:?r G-49A
when he swunig west into the shoal near the mouth of Cache Slouh in an
attempt to lint up to enter the man-made canal.

Inbound Run - Ebb Tide - With Wind

Track plots tor the inbound run, ebb tide, with wind, are shown in
Plate. 129-132. Examination of these plots for Areas E and D, Plates 129 and
130, reveals thai the pii'ýt was able to stay within the defined channel through
the Ryer Island Ferry. Tl'he vessel came close to the east channel edge just
4 uth of tbe fenry, but managed to stay within the channel.

Track plots o.' Area C, Plate 131, show that the pilot left the channel on the
east edge of the channel.

Track plots for Area B, Plate 132, reveals that the pilot was able to stay
within the defined channel. The ship came cluse to the west edge of the chan-
riel near G-49A when he swung west towar(d the shoal near the mouth of
Cache Slough ýn an attempt to line up to enter the rt in-made canal, but the
ship did not leave tie channel.

Inbound Run - Max Ebb Tide - With V,;nd

Track plots for the inbou ," run, -bh tide with high freshwater inflow from
Cache Slough, with wind, a.c .nown iii Pl:des 133-136. Exaiuination of these

plots reveals tht the pilot left the defined channel and hit the s',al area near
the mouth of Steamboat S ougn. The vessel crosscd to the wesý .. Ž of the
channel after pai.sing between the ferry slips. The pilot managed I. stay
within the defined r'Aannel for the remainder of iec;t reach, although he
apparen, y expericrced some control difficulties as he approached the junction

with tne rnan-mnde channel.

tnho-,nc FRLwn - Slack Tide - With Wi~id

f'hc track plot toy-r ih,: inbiund rue, ýJ;ick tide v Ith hwILh fres.hwater inlhow,
antm with wind, arc shown on Plilte 137. Thi., plot )ihows thal the pilth was

briog~ng the vessel to., the v,.est in order , entcr the man -made canal when the

vessel was hi, hy the strong cross currents+ ou" of Cticfie Slough Ipon enter..

ing the man- made 0Chi Oe .thessC' sWutDe. to either side of the channce as
Sthe pilot ltuh to brinhg Htack under cottol
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5 Recommendations

Based on the results of the simulation study we recommend widening the
authorized channel in two different problem areas. The first area of recomn-
mended widening is junction of Cache Slough, Miner Slough, and the man-
made Ship Channel. This widening between navigation aids 0-49 and G-49A
is shown on Figure 16. This 300-ft widener will aid in providing safe
navigation of the entrance to the man-made Ship Channel for both inbound
and outbound runs. Outbound Zransits will be aided by not requiring the pilots
to begin the turn to the east while the vessel is still in the man-made Ship
Channel. The widener will allow inbound transits to swing west, north of
G-49, and enter the man-made ship channel on a straight course. Piiots are
currently able to do both of these maneuvers in the existing 30-ft channel,
would not be able to do so in the 35-ft channel.

The second area of recommended widening is south of Ryer Jsland Ferry.
This widening is necessary to remove the shoal at the mouth of Steamboat
Slough, Figure 17. This will provide safe navigation for both inbound and
outbound transits and will allow the pilots to continue the ship-handling tech-
niques that are currently being used in the 30-ft channel.

In addition to the two areas of widening, a new authorized channel defini-
tion might be considered in the reach previously defined as simulation test
Area C. f-or nearly all test conditions, the p~1 o•s left the defined channel in the
Cache Slough Reach from the mouth of Miner Slough to the ferry. This is
due to the operation practices of the local pilots, who :ealize that Jhe water
outside of the defined channel is deep enough for safe navigation. Despite a
conscious effort to stay within the defined channel in this reach, the test pilot
often left the defined channel. This is no( a difficult reach to navigate, and the
pilots always had additional maneuvering capability available in this reach
during simulation testing. It is not necessary to widen this area, but if pos-
sible, the channel might be redefined to ensure that the deep water outside oi
the pe:csntly authorized channel will always be availabie, This proposed new
channel definition is shown on Figure 18L These nrw channel limit, will
require: little if any drciging.

It is also recommended th;il the addcd an3d rclo,:ated aid,,.Ito.-navigation
scheme, as shown in F[igurr 15, be imelud•d in the projcct
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